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Hardback. Williams-Sonoma Kitchen Library. Originally sold at $14.95. Spine is tight, pages clean,

no markings, no highlights, no tears. The lower back board shows a small corner bumped or where

book could have been dropped, no other blemishes other than normal shelf wear. A beautiful

cookbook featuring full sized colored pictures of a finished dish. 1994 issue date. Contents include,

introduction, equipment, roasting, carving, and basic recipes. Some recipes include: Brandy butter

sauce; orange and avocado salad,herbed roast turkey,baked chestnut and ham dressing,creamed

onions, parsley biscuits, broccoli with sliced almonds, baked onions with tomato sauce, braised

cabbage and lentils, pumpkin cheesecake, carrot and mink soup, baked pork and grape dressing,

roast prime rib of beef, popovers,pear, walnut and goat cheese salad,glazed ham with poached

orange slices,fresh peas and water chestnuts, roast leg of lamb, orange-cranberry bread and many

more wonderful recipes. A great price for a nice book that you could keep and use or give as a gift

to a good cook or someone who wants to be a good cook!
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I got this cookbook just before I got married, when I hosted my first Thanksgiving. I've used it for

several years now, and many of the recipes in it - including the gingered sweet pototato pudding,

the glazed parsnips and carrots, and the pumpkin cheesecake - have become staples of my family's

celebration. I haven't tried a single recipe in this book that wasn't utterly delicious. It offers creative



twists on traditional holiday fare, so it satisfies both the gourmets and the traditional holiday eaters.

It also includes several recipes for "extras" (such as a yummy and very easy recipe for minted

cranberry sauce). While some of the recipes take a little extra effort over your traditional mashed

potatoes and stuffing, they are very well worth it. Even my husband, whose palette is hardly

experimental, loves *everything* I've made from this book. I've now given it as a gift to several of my

friends, all of whom have found new recipes to treasure in it!

As an avid cookbook collector, I can personally say that WS had never let me down and this book is

no different. Wile many recipes can be found in other books, the techniques explained in tis series

are worth the purchase alone. I would highly recommend for the holiday/special occasion cook.

I bought this older book to get the one recipe, namely, the one for cranberry orange relish that

seems very close to the Williams Sonoma relish they sell in their stores. It's fantastic. As for the

book--it was in good shape as described.

My sister gave me this book 15 years ago and the pumpkin cheesecake has been on my menu ever

since!

I bought this cookbook before preparing my first Thanksgiving in 1995. So many of these recipes

have become family traditions including the orange & avocado salad and the creamed onions. So

glad to find this for my brother so he can continue the traditions at his house!
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